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Softleaves Shape X100 Silicone Breast Enhancers

Price per Unit (piece): £13.99

Softleaves

®

Shape X100

High Quality Silicone Breast Enhancers

This sale is for a pair( two pieces) of Softleaves Shape X100 Silicone Breast Enhancers, available in four
sizes ( Small , Medium , Large , X-Large ) and two colours ( Flesh or Clear ) and two silicone type materials (
NormalWeight Silicone or LightWeight Silicone that is approximately 20-25 % lighter in weight) to select from
Please kindly select the size and colour and silicone material that you like from the drop box at the top of this
page.
For accessories especially designed for use with these Softleaves enhancers ( Skin Adhesive Tapes. Travel
Case ,Shoulder Stapes ,Covers, Silicone Nipples and more .) please kindly visit our Softleaves online shop .
-

Designed in a shell shape, nick name "chicken fillet"

- Special design to increase the cup size and lift up the breast at the same time, as they are made slightly
thick at the bottom side, making it lift up the breasts adding cleavage and increase the cup size, at the same
time.
- Fit in the central part of the bra, enhancing the shape of the apex and pushing up the breasts, adding
cleavage while covering the nipple, therefore giving a new size and shape.
- Undetectable, as they bounce, shape, and feel natural due to the ultra soft silicone material which is
encased in a micro-thin polyurethane layer, providing the same homogenous structure as the natural breast.
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- So discreet to enhance the natural figure in any bra or clothing from sweater T-shirts, swim suite and even
the low cut tops and figure-hugging clothes.
- Easy placement, just place them in your bras, durable, waterproof and warm up to the body temperature.
- Surface is matt with no wrinkles to simulate skin texture.
- These breast enhancers are made to accept adhesives so that they can be attached to the skin.
Size Gide:
Four sizes available shown on the table bellow , please kindly select the size that you like from the drop box
at the top of this page .

Please note that, due to the nature of this product, this is a general size Gide showing approximate
dimensions and weight.
Note:the photos show the actual Normal weight Softleaves Breast Enhancers , please kindly note that the
Lightweight Softleaves enhancers in the flesh colour come slightly different in dimensions and colour and are
about 25% lighter in weight ,so you will not feel that you are wearing them and are not heavy for your bra
and shoulders ,thus , will give the same cup increas and lift-up and are very soft as the natural breast .

To make these enhancers self adhesive , please see the Softleaves Double-sided adhesive tape in our
online shop
To buy a special travel case for use with these enhancers please see our Softleaves online shop .

Instruction for use :
Simply place your Softleaves Enhancers in your bra, the breast enhancers will mould to your bra shape.
For cleavage: wear them in your ordinary bra.
For increasing the cup size:wear them in a one cup size bigger bra.
If you want them to become self-adhesive, doublesided adhesive taps and skin adhesive pads, specially
tested for use with these enhancers, can be used and are available from our online shop.
Taking care of your Softleaves Breast Enhancers
:-

After use, keep the breasts in their package.

-

Hand wash with warm soapy water .

-

Allow to dry naturally or use a hair dryer on a low temperature setting.

-

Keep away from excessive heat.

Please also visit our Softleaves online shop for a full range of high quality silicone breast care products and
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accessories specially designed for this item (double side adhesive tapes , silicone nipple enhancers, silicone
bra,and covers) .
please kindly not that our accessories are specially designed for our Pinkwaves & Softleaves breast
enhancers and might not work for other kinds of breast enhancers available on the market, as our
accessories and enhancers are made from very high quality materials and are especially designed to work
perfectly when used with each other, for example, our softleaves double-sided adhesive tape will peal of the
silicone breast enhancers without effecting our silicone enhancers , while if used with other low quality
products , it might damage them.
RRP: 35 GBP for the year 2013 ( this item is on a special offer for the above low price and for a limited period
of time only )
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Shape X100

Softleaves is a UK registered brand for For Softcare Silicone UK Limited

Vendor Information
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